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Dallas Group of America:
Integrating Production and Finance
to Drive Planning and Reporting
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Executive overview

Company
Dallas Group of America Inc.

Company

Industry
Chemicals

Vision
Why SAP
Implementation

Products and Services
Adsorbent synthetic magnesium silicate, ammonium
chloride, and lignosulfonates for a variety of food and
industrial applications

Solution

Web Site
www.dallasgrp.com

Benefits

SAP® Solutions
An SAP® Business All-in-One solution

Future plans

Partner
Answerthink (www.answerthink.com)

If you’re looking to integrate processes in preparation for long-term growth, read
how Dallas Group of America Inc. did it. An SAP® Business All-in-One solution helped
this chemical company automate manufacturing and financial functionality and gain
clear visibility into diverse operations. All departments now share the same data,
and inventory counts, sales figures, and customer histories are always up-to-date
and available to workers anywhere who need to act on them.
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Executive overview
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Building a new specialty
chemical business

Vision
Why SAP
Implementation
Solution
Benefits
Future plans

Dallas Group of America Inc. was established in 1989
as a manufacturer of assorted chemicals. It now has
a staff of about 150 and an annual revenue of more
than US$70 million. Many employees have been on
board since the beginning, and the company prides
itself on its congenial culture.
Based in Whitehouse, New Jersey, Dallas Group has
devoted itself primarily to the production, marketing, and distribution of three specialty chemicals.
It is the world’s leading manufacturer of adsorbent
synthetic magnesium silicate, which it markets
under the brands Magnesol® and DALSORB®. It is
the only North American producer of ammonium
chloride, which it markets and sells globally as well.
And the company recently added lignosulfonates
to its product mix. All three materials are increasingly important in a variety of industrial, foodservice,
pharmaceutical, and energy applications.

150
Employees
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Seeking an integrated infrastructure

Company
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Why SAP
Implementation
Solution
Benefits

The company’s overall vision for growth and
diversification depended on being able to simplify
business processes, deliver critical analysis, and
combine stability with scalability. The existing back
office, in which sales order processing functions
couldn’t “talk” to inventory management or customer history functions, was clearly inadequate. Even
though they were very experienced, staff members
were becoming overloaded with manual tasks for
data entry and aggregation.

Like many companies of its size and age, Dallas
Group had built a manufacturing and financial back
office that relied on a variety of spreadsheets. But as
the new millennium gained steam, company officials
knew that they needed to replace these homegrown
point-to-point solutions with a unified information
technology landscape. It was time to phase out a
structure grounded in separate spreadsheets – with
a different methodology for each function – in favor
of an automated, integrated enterprise resource
planning solution.

Top executives wanted to integrate processes across
business units and locations so they could better
understand costs. That would help improve the
management of raw materials and finished inventory
and meet the ultimate goal of bringing greater value
to the company’s customers. Those were the challenges IT manager Patrick Dalbenzio faced when he
joined Dallas Group.

Future plans

“We needed a solution that
would give us the tools to be
disciplined in planning on the
front end and in reporting on
the back end.”
Patrick Dalbenzio, IT Manager, Dallas Group
of America Inc.
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Choosing speed of implementation
and built-in scalability
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The final major driver of the choice of an SAP
Business All-in-One solution was an offering for
accelerated implementation that harnessed
Answerthink and SAP expertise and married
speed with affordability.

Since Dallas Group executives had little experience
with integrated software solutions, the company
hired consultants to help with the choice. The consultants eventually narrowed the options down to
three contenders. All three candidates proposed
similar services and pricing, although one competitor was eliminated fairly early because of higher
estimated maintenance and support costs.
Dallas Group executives appreciated the proven
track record of SAP Business All-in-One solutions in
similar manufacturing companies. And Dalbenzio’s
selection team was also impressed with the demonstration and follow-up services provided by Answerthink, an authorized SAP channel partner for SAP
Business All-in-One solutions. The team saw quickly
that an SAP Business All-in-One solution could meet
their immediate needs and scale to support longterm corporate strategies.

“I think it was the option for a
rapid-deployment solution that
clinched the deal for me. I didn’t
want to let my first years at the
company be consumed with a
single huge implementation.”
Patrick Dalbenzio, IT Manager, Dallas Group of
America Inc.
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in just five months
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The wide-ranging project, completed across three
locations in a mere 22 weeks, brought online all the
basic functionality for accounting, procurement, production planning, sales, and distribution. The rapid
deployment was based on a solution preconfigured
by Answerthink.

22 weeks

Dalbenzio was happy with the implementation team
and the solution alike. “I was very impressed with
Answerthink’s personnel,” he confirms. “They made
a true effort to scope out our processes and skills,
and then they tailored the SAP software to that
ecology.” Given the native flexibility of SAP Business
All-in-One solutions and the careful preparation of
Answerthink for the implementation, Dalbenzio felt
confident that he would wind up with a good fit.

To implement
manufacturing and
sales functions
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Delivering up-to-date information
to production and sales
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Meanwhile, shippers are delighted to be able to base
task assignments almost exclusively on a daily pick
list generated automatically by the software, instead
of walking around to hold ad hoc discussions with a
host of colleagues. And the sales force is empowered
with details on customer history, which helps them
tailor their efforts to the requirements and preferences of each customer.

John McGrath, SAP solutions group principal at
Answerthink, underscores the flexibility of the Dallas Group solution. “The SAP Business All-in-One
solution that we built provides Dallas Group with all
the infrastructure fundamental to future growth. It
can organically adapt to the company’s constantly
changing requirements, so that Dallas Group can
continue to lead in its unique specialty chemical
marketplace,” he explains.
The first employees to express satisfaction with the
new software were members of the production department. Three beleaguered schedulers had been
spending several hours each day planning the next
day’s work. They would draw on the previous day’s
figures to build schedules that were already out-ofdate by the time the tasks kicked off. Now they can
see at-a-glance, up-to-the-minute figures for sales
orders entered and compare them to reliable inventory counts, so those same schedulers can work
much more quickly and effectively.

“We are able to deliver tailored
reports to all stakeholders daily,
with information they wouldn’t
have dreamed of seeing at all
before we went live.”
Patrick Dalbenzio, IT Manager, Dallas Group of
America Inc.
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Since the initial five-month implementation, Dallas
Group has also implemented the SAP Easy Document Management user interface with the help of
Answerthink. This addition to the ecosystem lets
business users view technical drawings and maintains version control for files that are touched by
multiple players. Dalbenzio recently convinced his
executives to sign on for extended support as well,
to help ensure ready access to SAP and Answerthink
expertise for IT issues that arise in the future.

Dallas Group production managers can now use the
SAP solution to analyze material and operational
costs and manage inventory more rigorously. And
executives now have a single version of the truth to
inform decisions because processes are integrated
– and performance is reported – consistently across
business functions.
Staffing levels have remained nearly constant since
the company’s SAP Business All-in-One solution
came online. Several employees whose jobs were
eliminated by the software were transferred into a
newly organized purchasing department to perform
a function sorely missed in recent years. And a customer support representative, no longer needed as
a floating liaison among departments, now provides
administrative assistance to Dalbenzio. So Dallas
Group had a double win in being able to retain loyal
staff and add departments.
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Maintaining the
momentum
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Dallas Group plans to extend use of its SAP Business
All-in-One solution to a new plant in China. Once
that effort is firmly underway, the company intends
to augment the headquarters implementation with
functionality for human capital management, followed by functionality for customer relationship
management. Both new functions will help sharpen
the company’s core focus on its people as one of its
most important resources.

Benefits
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